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Fighting For You, Too 

 

Gabriel M. Gurman 

 

I'm not sure whether you'll understand or agree with my perspective, but, never 

mind, I'll share my thoughts.  

I'll begin with some statistics; please forgive me if you're already familiar with them. 

The global Muslim population comprises approximately 1.8 billion people, 

accounting for 24% of the world's population. There are 57 Muslim countries, 

constituting around 25% of all UN member states. 

Additionally, certain non-Muslim countries have substantial Muslim populations: 

• 7-15%: Belgium, Russia, France, Georgia, Kenya, Sweden 

• 16-30%: Cyprus, Montenegro, Singapore 

• Over 30%: Ethiopia, North Macedonia 

These percentages are dynamic, given that Muslims worldwide tend to have higher 

fertility rates than the rest of the population in their respective countries. Over the 

past 50 years, the global Christian population increased by 47%, while the Muslim 

population surged by almost 250%. 

Now, let's delve further. The map below illustrates the distribution of Muslim 

countries worldwide. 
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Take a moment to observe the map. Can you identify any wealthy Muslim countries 

aside from a few with substantial oil reserves? In essence, many Muslim countries 

are poor. 

Now, reexamine the map, and note how many of the 57 Muslim countries are 

democracies. If you're unsure, here's the answer: only three (Albania, Indonesia, 

and Malaysia) are considered flawed democracies, meaning they experience limited 

issues in democratic functioning. 

To summarize, many Muslim countries grapple with poverty and totalitarianism, 

where decisions are made by unelected individuals or elected officials benefitting 

from questionable election processes. 

However, we're currently in a globalized era. Anyone with access to a computer can 

quickly determine where life is good and citizen rights are respected. Consequently, 

citizens in Muslim countries are increasingly interested in relocating, selecting their 

new homeland based on specific local data, numbers, and legislation. 

If done legally, obtaining new citizenship is straightforward. However, when borders 

are closed, illegal immigration becomes a more viable option and, at times, seems 
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encouraged. These individuals may not undergo a process of acclimatization and 

adaptation to the new reality; they may remain Muslims, uneducated, and 

potentially fanatical. This situation can strain the host country's resources while 

perpetuating demographic growth. 

Now, let's shift our focus to the next map !    

 

 

Do you see Israel? Do you notice its neighbors? Can you identify any non-Muslim 

country close to Israel? No, there isn't one. 

Let's summarize the situation: 

1. The Muslim world faces challenges. Compared to a century ago, Muslims are 

now aware that in many parts of the world, life is better, and reaching those 

areas is feasible. Western countries, with people who are old, tired and lazy, 

seek foreign manpower, contributing to the continuous increase in the 

percentage of Muslims in these nations. 
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Interesting detail: Our army's counterintelligence gathered data on the role of 

Gazans working in Israel in preparing the barbarian invasion on October 7, 2023. 

They provided Hamas with detailed information, including maps and details of every 

house, family, and military camp. Does this raise concerns for Western Europe? 

Could similar precise details be used in a future war against Western countries? 

2. Muslims recognize that Western countries hinder their aspirations for global 

dominance. While Muslim nations possess people, oil, and wealth, they need 

time to establish supremacy.  

3. The most significant event for the Muslim world in the last fifty years has 

been Iran's transformation into a totalitarian, fundamentalist state, 
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representing a potent combination of a large population, immense oil 

reserves, and ultra-religious leadership. Iran's path to nuclear capability is 

advancing, making it a frontline force against the non-Muslim world. 

The so-called Arab opposition against Iran is temporary and weak. The rich 

Arab countries do not have a chance to oppose Iran, they do not have large 

populations, and they are as lazy as the Europeans, since only foreigners 

work there. 

Conquering the world is a gradual process, and Iran's ultimate goal aligns 

with ISIS's: creating a vast Muslim caliphate to spread faith, culture, 

dictatorship, and eventually, global dominance. 

4. The initial step in this conquest is the annihilation of Israel. In the eyes of 

Muslim leaders, Israel is a vulnerable target due to its size, being surrounded 

only by Muslim countries, and its Jewish identity. The world's current stance 

against Israel in the Gaza conflict reflects the global sentiment against Jews.  

Why is Israel a sure victim ? First, because it is a small national entity, 

surrounded only by Muslim countries. Secondly, because it is a… Jewish 

country, and Jews are hated all over the world. Look what is happening these 

days: all the world is against Israel and condemns its military activity in the 

Gaza strip, not taking into consideration who started the current war and 

what a huge price Israel already paid: that in just a couple of hours more 

Israeli citizens had been killed than during the full five years of the 2nd 

Intifada (2000-2005). 

5. However, the Muslims are mistaken. Jews have no other homeland. 

Antisemitism persists worldwide, but Israel will remain a Jewish country. The 

mistake of the world lies in viewing Israel as the sole target; it is merely the 
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first obstacle in the Muslim world's pursuit of global dominance. While the 

chance for Muslim world conquest remains a remote reality, it cannot be 

ignored. 

Reconsider the title of this text. Do you still believe I am exaggerating in asserting 

that Israel is only the first target? Can the Western world continue hating Jews and 

Israel, hoping the Muslim world will "solve" the Jewish problem? 

I know nobody can guarantee Israel's continued existence, except us, the Israelis. 

Rest assured, this time, we won't die alone. The Dimona « textile factory » is still 

under our control. 

One more thing: if you consider Putin's Russia the real enemy, think again. Russia is 

a paper tiger. Putin aims to restore the Tzar/communist empire, and nothing more. 

Consider this when assessing today's real dangers. 

Wishing you all a peaceful day. 

 

Disclaimer 
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